professional isolation in short, sharp, bursts. For instance, by helping lonely up-country practitioners in Uganda to attend refresher courses at Makerere from time to time; by bringing specialists in Asia to research centres in the West in order to bring their experience up to date; by fortifying the frustrated and perhaps solitary ENT surgeon somewhere in the Caribbean or Pacific by means of a morale-boosting visit from a sympathetic colleague from the rich North.
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To sum up, some of the main tasks of the Commonwealth Foundation are to help reduce that sense of isolation; to mix up professional people in a uniquely multilateral way; to rub minds and experience together at relatively modest cost; and to preserve and build further upon a solid educational heritage. The theme suggested by the title is so vast that it might suitably cover a series of lectures such as those given, for example, by Sir Arthur Newsholme many years ago on 'International Studies on the Relation between the Private and Official Practice of Medicine with Special Reference to the Prevention of Disease' (1931, London) . If, therefore, I plead guilty to the somewhat misleading nature of the title I hope I shall not be pontifical about a subject I am not competent to deal with in depth. But I have had some personal experiences which may illustrate a small corner of this field, and my interest in it.
Relations between medical men of different countriesthis I take to be the meaning of the term 'international relations in medicine' -are formed at many levels, and become effective when groups of individuals pursue a common objective.
Some International Agencies
A recent number of the WHO Chronicle claims that the first attempt to tackle disease through an international relationship of doctors was when the International Sanitary Bureau was formed in 1902. This later became the Pan-American Sanitary Bureau, and since 1949 has acted as the Regional Office for the Americas of the World Health Organization. Thus was started what is surely the most far-reaching example of international relations in medicine, namely the World Health Organization, built on the sound foundations laid down by the Health Organization of the League of Nations between the two world wars.
As a specialized agency of the United Nations the membership of WHO is governmental. Since the last war another attempt at international relations in medicine was made when the World Medical Association was formed. It, too, was based on a former international medical association, which had its headquarters in France between the two wars. In WMA the unit of membership is non-governmental, being the principal national medical association in the countries concerned.
When UNESCO was set up as another agency of the United Nations, it put out a small shoot called the Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences. Here the unit of membership is the international medical society. For example, the executive committee at present has on it representatives of the International Union of Biochemistry, the International Pediatric Association, the World Federation of Neurology and the International Society of Surgery, and is now linked to WHO.
At different times I have come into contact with these various bodies, and in particular with all of them in the work of the First World Conference on Medical Education held in London in 1953 under the auspices of WMA, with the co-operation of WHO, CIOMS and the International Association of Universities.
Another example of bringing medical men of different countries together is the International Union of the Medical Press, which met, for example, in London in 1957 under the auspices of the British Medical Journal. Like the precursor of WMA this had, and still has, its headquarters in France.
The British Council
At the beginning of the last war representatives of the Medical Research Council and the Ministry of Information asked me if I would prepare articles on British social medicine in order to counteract German propaganda against Britain. German articles in the foreign medical press declared that in Britain only the rich got treated while the poor suffered in silence. Te idea was that I should write or edit a series of articles to counteract this propaganda. I suggested, however, that it might be better to begin something that would continue in peace and attempt to inform the medical professions in other countries of the current achievements of British medicine. Before the last war the Germans and the French, for example, had been much more active in this field than we had.
We quickly reached agreement on this point and, oddly enough, through the Commercial Relations Division of the Ministry of Information managed to get a subsidy for beginning an abstracting servicethe British Medical Information Serviceas one of the ways of providing the foreign medical man with news about British medicine; the abstracts were to be of articles in current British periodicals, translated into the language of the.country for which the abstracts were intended. Provided this was well done we felt sure that editors of medical journals, being naturally lazy people, would make use of them. And so it proved to be.
The man appointed to do this work in the office of the British Medical Journal was Dr N Howard Jones, and by the middle of 1941 abstracts, in Spanish, of articles published in Britain found their way into 110 Spanish language journals in South America. We had planned to go on from there to publish a monthly medical review for the same purpose, and to offer to foreign medical journals articles written on their own subjects by eminent British doctors.
Within 12 months we had succeeded in what we set out to do. The British Council then stepped in and took over from the Ministry of Information the administration of the grant, and the work itself and Dr Howard Jones with it. This was the origin of the Medical Department of the British Council. From there, later, Dr Howard Jones went to the World. Health Organization as director of its editorial services. It was in this capacity that he helped me in 1952 to put on record in the BMJ what was really the -first history of the World Health Organization, through a series of articles specially commissioned for this purpose.
We had joined forces immediately after the war when we met from time to time in the old Hotel Majestic in Paris in a UNESCO committee on abstracting and indexing in the medical and biological sciences, of which I was Chairman. Out of this emerged the volume entitled 'World Medical Periodicals', of which three editions and a supplement have since been published and have been used by medical journals all over the world.
Through all the discussions about this, over twenty years ago, we had the opportunity of learming something about, and practising, international relations in medicine and of seeing them applied, when Professor M W Woerdeman, the moving spirit behind the Dutch abstracting service of Excerpta Medica, joined the committee which was responsible for deciding what titles of current medical journals should be included in the volume 'World Medical Periodicals'.
World Medical Association My next essay in international relations in medicine was when I joined the Council of the World Medical Association, and thus had an opportunity, during its half-yearly peregrinations, of meeting medical men in different countries. During a discussion in 1950 on propaganda for the WMA I suggested that if we wished to draw attention to ourselves and at the same time be useful we should hold an international conference on medical education. This was the origin of the First World Conference on Medical Education held in London in 1953 under the Presidency of the late Sir Lionel Whitby, with whom I was happy to be associated as Secretary of the Conference and as Editor of its Proceedings. Some 62 countries were represented on that occasion, and I like to think that the Proceedings was in effect the first textbook published on medical undergraduate education.
Later, and more rashly, I drew up the first draft of the WMA Code of Ethics on Human Experimentation. This caused an understandable reaction on the part of those engaged in such experiments, and the code had its teeth removed in the revised form published by the World Medical Association as the Declaration of Helsinki.
International Relations Office (IRO)
By the time I left the BMJ at the end of 1965 I had learnt something about international relations in medicine and so was prepared to look into the possibility of establishing a Register of British/International Relations in Medicine. A start was made at the end of 1966 by ascertaining through questionnaires the relations, with corresponding bodies overseas, of British medical faculties and schools, medical institutions and medical societies. At the beginning of 1969 the facts of relations between medical faculties and schools in Britain and those overseas were brought up to date.
The information in these files and in the files of the various specialist medical societies kept in the IRO is part of the mechanism for providing members of the RSM with information when they travel abroad. The office has, in its 140 country folders, an assortment of facts taken from many sources and already these files have been useful to the travelling member of the Society. Facts are gathered from the publications of the World Health Organizationits four-yearly reports, its Bulletin and Chronicle, the Weekly Epidemiological Record, and the Technical Report Series. In addition I survey regularly some dozen or more medical periodicals and Abstracts of World Medicine and file cuttings and photocopies of items that seem relevant to the purposes of the office. Here I would like to thank the editors of many journals in Britain, the USA and the Commonwealth, who have put the IRO on their free list. The reports and notes received from members on their return to Britain are also becoming increasingly useful.
These files are complemented by a card index controlled by theacronym PIPS, standing for Places, Institutions, Persons and Subjects. For the moment, these facts are being culled mainly from WHO sources and from medical journals and newspapers. In this way one is recording information about people who are alive and active and publishing work done in this that and the other centre. Some of the people listed in works of reference may be dead or recently retired.
Nevertheless books of reference such as 'The World of Learning', 'The Europa Year Book', and 'The Statesman's Year-Book' are most valuable. So too is the growing list of Foreign Fellows and Affiliate members of the RSM. All these can be drawn upon to provide information and introductions to the Society's Fellows travelling abroad. Index ofLinguists One obstacle to ti avel is ignorance of the language of the country visited. During the past year, therefore, I have added to the PIPS card index names of English-speaking doctors in Europe prepared to welcome members of the RSM wanting to learn something about their places and institutions. The response to this appeal has been most encouraging and the IRO now has a list of about 1,000 doctors in European countries willing to make this valuable contact with the Royal Society of Medicine. It is hoped eventually to have a register of English-speaking doctors on the Continent in every medical centre in respect of the principal medical and surgical specialties.
One need not apologize for this concentration on Europe. 'Europe is an Interesting Place', to quote the title of the first article in Nature of 22 February this year. 'It is hard in present circumstances', the article begins, 'to write an account of European collaboration in science and technology that does not read like an obituary.' And later on this: 'The second lesson to be learned from the European dilemma is that it is by no means too soon to work towards a much tighter intellectual relationship between European nations.'
My guess is that medicine has nevertheless made quite a lot of progress in this direction. But unless one can communicate, can talk to fellow Europeans with the ease with which the learned world could communicate in William Harvey's day, there will always be a barrier to understanding. The confusion of tongues in Europe shows how necessary it is for medical men to try to break through the language barrier so that we can indeed, to use Nature's phrase, 'work towards a much tighter intellectual relationship between European nations'. I believe that English will prove the most convenient medium of communication, for the younger generation of medical men at least must read Anglo-Saxon scientific literature.
My person-language registerincomplete as it ishas already been of use to members of the Society visiting other European countries. In turn, our European colleagues have visited the IRO and have been helped in various ways. They have come from Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Holland, France, Italy, Spain, Romania, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Greece, Bulgaria and Turkey.
What stands out of this relatively brief experience is the great respect our colleagues in Europe have for British medicine and their desire to move into a closer relationship with us.
Farther Afield
The requests for help and information that have come into the IRO have not, of course, been limited to Europe. Recently a young physician on his way to a sojourn in Lesotho, formerly Basutoland, asked for information about this independent monaichy of a million people. I was able to tell him that among the commonest causes of death, according to WHO, are homicide and operations of war. My inquirer told me he would be passing through South Africa on his way and would like introductions to medical men and institutions in that country. He was supplied with addresses in Pretoria, Durban, Johannesburg and Cape Town. Others have asked for similar information in respect of New Delhi, Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, the East African countries, Norway, Belgium, Rome, Lausanne and Geneva, for example.
When it comes to subjects, the S of PIPS, it is evident that in the IRO we can only scratch the surface. We cannot and do not pretend to provide a library service, but by looking out for subjects of special relevance to places we can file for use articles that are pointers to some of the problems of disease in different countries. The Bultin of the World Health Organization is an invaluable source of up-to-date material on dises prevalent, for example, in developing countries. And even though we survey only a limited number of periodicals the articles cut or copied from them help to fill out the picture being formed of the geography of disease. Lactose intolerance in the inhabitants of Northern Thailand is an example with a practical waring to those who might wish to send milk there to counter malnutrition (unless they add lactase to it). This fact of intolerance appears to be used by the inhabitants of Bali, who take milk as a laxative.
Then there is the odd condition such as Balkan nephropathy, the oculopharyngeal syndrome peculiar to members of a French Canadian family, and nania in chldren caused by leeches attached to the wall of the pharynx of chidren in Burundi. In respect of this last observation, Mr Denis Burkitt writes: 'The amazed pediatrician accompanying me had never heard of the condition which Dr Marian Turner, my missionary friend, was seein regularly... This abundantly illustrates', he went on to say, 'the fact that isolated doctors can well be unaware of the particular interest in their environment unless they appreciate how it contrasts with that of their colleagues in other parts. This aloneargues the need for improving commumcation between lonely doctors pioneering in difficult circumstances.' It may be that the International Relations Office will be able to play a part in overcoming this sense of isolation.
Some Comparisons
Into the country files I also place items of general interest such as articles on medical manpower and education in Canada, on the experiences of gneral pracitioners, on systems of medical care in other countries. The IRO has a link with the international group formed by Dr John Fry and Dr Michael Drury which has met in the Society's building to discuss comparative studies ofmedical care-studies which reflect in a groping way those undertaken by Sir Arthur Newssholme referred to at the beginning of this paper. Here is a field for intemational relations which, for us, may suddenly and even uncomfortably enlarge when Britain joins the Common Market and so the European Medical Community.
It may well be that international studies carried out on the lines described in a recent article in the Lancet may be more profitable.
This was a comparative study of the annual caseload of short-stay hospitals in the Liverpool region, the Uppsala hospital region in Sweden, and the New England region in the USA. Uppsala and New England are puzzled, the article states, by the low operation rate in Liverpool. The collective investigation, it is true, shows a high rate of operations on tonsils and adenoids in Liverpool but a low one for prostatectomy: 'The low rate in Liverpool', it is stated, 'implies t-he acceptance of unpleasant and potentially lethal alternatives.' In looking round for possible explanations the authors remark: 'The absence of financial incentives to the surgeons to operate may be a factor in restraining the scalpel.'
A recent article in the Presse Mddicale underlined the French concern with the scarcity of urologists in the presence of an ageing population.
It has been estimated that in France there should be one urologist per 100,000 population, which is far from being -the case. The author asks whether France can count on a brain drain in its favour when, as will soon be the case, urologists in the other Common Market countries will be able to move freely across their frontiers and practise in France. It appears that only in Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands is there the desired proportion of one urologist per 100,000 inhabitants; but there are not enough in Germany or Italy.
These recent comparisons and the WHO experiment indicate possible lines of inquiry for the Royal Society of Medicine through its Sections and the IRO. They suggest that a fresh approach might be made to problems of medical care. We may wake up one of these fine mornings to find ourselves in the Common Market. Whatever governments may doand are doing -I believe that we shall be able to back up their efforts through the spreading network of individuals being formed in the IRO. Here, at least, is a question that might be discussed by the honorary international relations secretaries now being appointed by the Sections of the Society.
During my brief stewardship of the Society's IRO I have discovered far more problems than I have solved. It has been in the nature of an exploration of possibilities. The potentialities of the IRO are, I believe, considerable. Whether these will be realized will depend on many things, not least upon money. If we build slowly we shall build surely, and in the process, I hope, do something for the wider world of medicine of which the Society is a part.
